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SCOPE OF EXPLORATION 
The purpose of this exploration was to evaluate general soil conditions 
for site grading design considerations for residential development for 
the proposed Waianae Residence Lots - Unit 2 at Waianae Valley, Waianae, 
Oahu, Hawaii. 
.· 
This·report includes field explorations, laboratory tests, general 
recommendations for site grading and foundation design considerations 
and liml.tations. 
FIELD EXPLORATION 
Thirty-four exploratory borings and 8 open pits were made at various 
locations at the subdivision site. The approximate locations of the borings 
and open pits are shown on the Boring Location Sketch. 
Borings were made with.4-in. dia~eter augers using T.C. drag bit and finger 
type bits. Open pits were made with a hoptoe. Soil samples were recovered 
with a standard split spoon sampler driven with a 140-:-lb hammer falling 
· 30 inches. 
Logs of six borings (Boring Nos.· 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 10) froni "Waianae 
Residence Lots - Unit 1," July 5, 1974, are attached for references. 
LABORATORY TESTS 
Laboratory tests included: natural water content, Atterberg limit, 
grain-size an~lysis, specific gravity, AASHO T-180-73I density and 
CBR. 
A summary of the laboratory test results is given in Tables IA thru IK. 
GEOLOGIC _Ai'JD SOIL CLASSIFICATION .BY OTHERS 
From a.teview of geologic literature artd the U. S. Soil Conservation 
Service maps of the area, the surface soils are generally described by 
others as follows: 
Stearns, H. T. and U. S. Geological Survey, "Geologic and 
Topographic Nap, Island of Oahu," USGS 1938: 
Qa - Consol~dated noncalcareous deposits. 
Older alluvium. 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service, "Soil Survey of Islands of 
Kauai, Oahu, Haui, Molokai alld Lanai, State of Hawaii," 
August 1972: 
EwB - Ewa stony silty clay loam, 2 to 6% slopes. 
Moderate shrink-swell potential. 
Unified Soil Classification: ML, CL. 
PvC - Pulehu very stOilY clay loam, 0 to 12% slopes. 
Subject to flooding in low areas. 
Moderate to low shrink-swell potentiaL 
Unified Soil Classification: ML, CL & SM. 
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LPE - Lualualei extremely stony clay, 3 to 35% slopes. 
High shrink-swell potential. Susceptible to 
sliding on slopes mor~ than 15%. 
Unified Soil Classification: CH 
SOIL CLASSIFIGATION SYSTEM 
Soil samples were visually observed and subjected to appropriate tests 
in the laboratory. Based on visual observations and laboratory tests, 
the soil descriptions given on the boring logs are generally made in 
accordance with the "Unified Soil.Classification System." 
GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS 
The proposed project is located in Waianae Valley, about 1-1/2 miles 
northeast of Farrington Highway between Waianae Valley Road and Paheehee 
Ridge. The project actually consi,sts of 2 sites: Tax Map Key 8-5-04: 12 
and Tax Map Key 8-5-04:.Por. 1 & 53. Kauptini Stream divides the project 
into two separate sites. The northwestern site is generally located 
between Waianae Valley Road and Kaupuni Stt;"eam and the southe.astern site 
generally between Kaupuni Stream and Paheehee Ridge. 
Northwestern Si,te 
The northwestern site is fairly level with about 3 to 5% 
gradient down toward the southwest. The southern corner 
near the stream bank is generally steeper with slopE;!s 
varying from about 25 to 50%. 
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.. Southeastern Site 
The site is at the foot of Paheehee Ridge. 
A drainageway neat the·foot of Paheehee Ridge divides the site 
into 2 parts. The portion northwesterly of the drainageway 
or about 2/3 of the site is fairly flat with about 2 to 5% 
gradient down towatd the southwest with localized variations. 
The portions southeasterly of the drainageway or about 1/3 of 
the $ite generally slopes at about 3 to 10% gradient down 
toward the southwest with localized variations. 
A dairy is located near the northeast boundary upstream of 
the site. It appears that wa$te water from.the dairy is being 
discharged into the above drainageway. 
The site is generally covered with kiawe trees, brush and 
weeds. S~veral rock walls cross portions of the site. 
Two earth reservoirs were noted at the northerly end of the site. 
INTERPRET.t\TION OF SOIL CO:NPlTIONS 
From the field exploration and laboratory test results, the soil conditions 
encountered in the borings may be generally approxiina ted as· follows: 
Northwestern Site 
A surface layer of dark brown clay (CH) to 2 to 5-ft depth 
. 
underlain by sandy silt, decomposed rock, cobbles and 
boulders to about 20 ft, the maximum depth drilled. 
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S9utheastern Site 
PortiQn northwesterly of drainageway; Reddish-brown 
silty clay (ML-CL) to about 1 ft or less (probably fill) 
underlain by gray-brow clay (GH) to about 5 ft under-
lain by sandy silt interspersed with cobbles~ boulders 
and decomposed rocks to 20 ft, the maximum depth 
drilled. 
Portion southeasterly of drainageway (along the 't><:>ttom of 
Pabeehee Ridge) : Clay (CH) soils and boulders wer'e 
encountered to a depth or about 2 to 5 ft followed 
by clayey and sandy silts, boulders, cobbles and 
decomposed I;'Ocl~s to 15 ft, the maximum depth drilled. 
Rocky material was encountered at 2 to 11-ft depths 
in some borings and open pits. 
Water was not noted in the borings during the field exploratiops. 
Variations to the above soil conditions are to be expected between borings 
and in localized areas. For more detailed descriptions of soils encountered 
in the borings, refer to the boring logs. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
.The present plan is to clear and grade the site for single-family 
residential development. 
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The preliminary plan indicates cuts and fills of generally less than about 
10 ft. 
Most of the surfa~e (0 to 5± ft) soils at both sites may be expansive 
"GH" clays .. 
However, it appears that a portion of the southeastern site was 
filled or covered .with about a one foot cover of red clayey silt "ML-CL" 
soil. 
Because the surface soils are generally clay (Cl:l), the site grading design 
should consider the use of low and fairly gentle slopes. In sloping areas, 
grading design may consider excavating upper areas to remove driving forces 
and filling lower areas for resistance to downhill movement. · The average. 
cross slope of the site in adobe should be kept below a 12% slope~ 
Existing drainageways that cross the sites should be stripped down to stiff 
natural ground before the start of fill construction. Subdrains should be 
placed along the bottoms of natural drainageways before the placement of fills. 
') 
The loose material on the bottom and sides of the existing reservoir should 
be stripped down to firm ground before the placement of fills. 
For the so];l exploratio~, oper:i pits were made. The open pits were 
·temporarily covered with loose fills. The pits should be located and 
marked on the plan. The loose fill should be removed to stiff ground, 
backfilled and recom:pacted in thin lifts during the mass grading work. 
Along the toe of Pa,heebee Ridge, the designer shptild avoid locating 
houselots directly in the path of natural drai11ageways that may extend 
down the slopes of the ridge. 
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Boulders 
Since cobbles, boulders a:nd decomposed rocks were noted 
in various portions of the site and were encountered near 
the surface in most borings, cobbles and boulders may be 
anticipated in most cuts. The deeper the cut, the 
greater quantity of boulders might be expected. if large 
quantities of cobbles and boulders are encountered during 
the grading work, a disposal site for the boulders and 
a source of off-site borrow may have to be considered. 
Boulders may be used to construct fill slopes away from 
building locations. Filter blankets of granular material 
should be placed between the boulder .fill. and the natural 
ground or compacted fills. See Figure 1. 
The preliminary plan indicates that the southeast project 
.limit may be fairly close to the toe of the Paheehee Ridge. 
After the project limit is defined, a study should be made 
to determine the possible hazard of boulders rolling down 
to the project. 
Site Grading 
Surface vegetation and miscellaneous debris and rubbish should 
be cleared a~d removed prior to site filling. Localized soft 
pockets encountered during site preparations should be excavated 
and replaced with select soils compaCted in thin lifts. 
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Provisions to drain the site should be included during and 
after the grading operations. 
Grading work should be done in accordance ~ith the Revised 
Ordinances of Honolulu, 1969 As Amended and ap recommended 
below: 
1. The area should be cleared and.grubbed. 
2. Topsoil should be stripped to stiff natural 
ground before the placement of fills. 
3. Localized soft pockets and pockets of unsuitable 
material encountered durinK site preparation 
should be excavated ·and replaced with selected 
material compacted in thin lifts. 
4. Use of clay soils in fills on sloping areas 
should be avoided. On-site clay soils should 
generally be placed in tl_le deeper portions of 
fills in flatter areas and away ftom the faces 
of slopes. Selected on-site soils or borrow 
soils should be placed in the upper 2 to 3 ft 
of fills for roadways, parking areas, building 
pads and in the outer portions of slopes, if 
practicable. 
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5. Where fills are propo~ed on sidehill areas, 
gullies and in drainageways, loose material at 
the bottoms and sides should be stripped down 
to"stiff natural ground before the placement 
of fills. 
6. Trenches should be cut and subdrains installed 
along the bottoms of natural drainageways or 
dips before the placement of fills. The 
locations of subdrains.should be determined in 
the field after clearing and grubbing. See 
attached sketch for subdrain, Figure 2. 
7. Fills should be. constructed :Ln approximately 
level layers starting at the lower end.and 
working upward. Where fills are made on· 
sloping areas steeper tban about 5 horizontal 
to 1 vertical, the ground at the tbe of the 
fill should be benched to a generally level 
condition. As the fill is brought up, it 
should continually be keyed into the stiff 
natural ground by cutting steps into the 
slopes and compacting the fill into these 
steps. 
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8. If boulders are proposed to be used in the 
construction of fills, they should be generally 
placed along the toe sections of fill slopes 
and outside of probable building sites. Before 
placing the boulders, the subgtade should be 
stripped to stiff natural ground and shaped to 
drain. A transition layer of select granular 
material (6-in. to dust sizes) shou.J,.d be placed 
on the subgrade and the boulders placed ori the 
se:lect material. A transition layer of select 
granular material should also be placed against 
boulders before earth fills are placed against the 
boulders. Earth fills may be used in the void 
spaces between boulders. See attached sketch, 
Figure 1. 
9. Thin sidehill fil1s (sliver fills) on sloping 
areas should ,be avoided. 
10. "CII" clay soils are generally expansive. To 
minimize the expansive characteristics, fills 
with clay soils should be placed on the wet 
side of optimum. 
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Fills should be laid in 6-in. compacted layers 
to 90% of the maximum·density determined by the 
AASHO T-180-731 test method. Irt roadway areas, 
the top 2 ft of fill should be compacted to 95% 
of the maximum density. 
Slopes 
.• 
In general, the average cross slope over the site in clay 
soils should be kept flatter than about 8 horizontal to · 
1 vertical slope or 12% gradient . 
./ 
In low cuts and fills, the following slopes may be considered: 
In iiCH" clays less than 6 ft in height, 3 to 1 slope. 
In ''CH" clays mote than 6 ft in height· but less than 10 £t, 
a cover over the sloped surface with select material should 
be co~sidered. 
In si],ty and granular soils, 2 to 1 slope. 
If slope heights, (top to toe) greater than 15 ft are considered, 
8-ft;_wide benches should be placed at height intervals of about 
15 ft. 
Along the stream banks, 3 to 1 or flatter slopes should be used 
unless the toes of slopes up to the flood level are constructed of 
boulders and a free draining condition is pr·ovided. If a boulder 
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toe is constructed as sketched in Figure 1, the slope may 
be constructed at a 2 horizontal to 1 vertical slope ratio 
as a general case. Slope adjustments may be. needed where 
clay pockets or soft pockets are encountered .. 
To minimize erosion, the runoff from rainstorms should be 
diverted by berms or ditches away from slopes whenever 
practicable. 
The surface of fill slopes should be compacted by cat:-tracking 
or with.a sheepsfoot roller. 
Slope planting is recommend.ed on cut· and fill slopes to minimize 
erosion. 
Slope adjustments ot other precautions may be necessary if 
seepage zones or expansive clay pockets ate encountered in 
localized areas. 
Foundations for Residential Structures 
Light, single family residences are contemplated. 
Because the surface soils on the site are generally clay (CH) 
soils with water contents on the dry side of optimum, the 
soils will te1:1d to shrink and swell. 
For swelling soils, post-and-beam construction with deep 
foundations are generally reconin}ended. 
Slab-on-ground type foundations on expansive soils should 
generally be avoided. 
.,;. 12 .... 
If slab'-on-ground construction is be-ing considered, it should 
be used on fairly level lots where the str.uctures are located 
away from the tops of slbpes. To minimize the effect of 
shrinking and swelling of the clay "CH" soils that are 
encountered near finish grade, the surface clay soils should be 
replaced with select -non-expansive materials. The select materials 
should be placed over the building site and several feet beyond 
the perimeter of the building to a depth of about 2 to 3 ft below 
footings ar1d slabs on ground, The. replacement of clay soils should 
also be considered under the carports and driveways. · The clay 
soils at the bottom of the excavation should be scarified and 
compacted on the wet side of optimum mois-ture, kept moist and not 
allowed to dry before placing the select material. 
For lots along the toe of Paheehee Ridge, post-and-beam with 
deep foundations are generally-recommended. 
Post-and-beam wi,t:h deep foundations are also recoiiimer1ded on 
lots next to the stream and on fill lots constructed over 
old natural drai~ageways and over the reservoir site. 
Where buildings are contemplated on lots about 
7 horizontal to 1 vertical and steeper or where buildings 
are close to tops of slopes, foundations should be evaluated 
on an individual basis. 
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The foundation and structure should be designed to resist 
and tolerate movements from some shrink and swell effects 
of the underlying clays. 
Other general guidelines for foundation design consid~rations 
for light residential structures follow: 
1. Footings should rest on stiff natural ground . 
or on compacted fill. 
2. Soft spots or pockets of loose material and 
boulders or hard spots encountered in footing 
excavations or below the building pads should 
be excavated and replaced with select non-
expansive material compacted in thin lifts. 
3. Because of the downhill creep effect of soils 
on a slope, some settlements may occur near 
the tops of slopes. Buildings should generally . 
be placed about 15 to 20 ft from the tops of 
slopes. 
4. Construction of retaining walls on slopes should 
generally be avoided. 
5~ Good surface drainage away from the foundations 
. of· structures should be maintained and the site 
should be graded to prevent the ponding of water. 
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Roadway 
In general, fo.r light automobile traffic and drained sub grade 
conditions, the roadway pavement section for the general soil 
conditions may be as follows: 
1. Wearing. course 2--in. asphaltic concrete. 
2; Base course 6-in. base cotirse. 
3. Subbase course - 6..:.in. select borrow subbase' 
4. Borrow 
course. 
18-in. borrow in adobe "CH" 
soil areas. 
In themajor portion of the site where clay "CH" surface soils 
were encountered, about an 18-in. borrow course should be 
placed below the subbase course. 
Provisions should be made in the contract documents to allow 
for local adjustments regarding select borrow subbase and 
borrow requirements in the field in accordance with the 
design standards of the City and County of Honolulu. In 
fill areas, the use of select soils within the top 2 to 3 ft 
of the stibgrade may reducetl:le thickness. of or eliminate the 
need for the select borrow subbase or borrow courses. 
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The subgrade should be compacted and shaped to drain. To 
avoid the ponding of water and softening of the subgrade, 
weep holes should be placed at subgrade levels thru the 
walls of the catch basins which are placed in these low 
areas. 
Utili~ies 
Utilities should be placed after the fills are constructed. 
The bottoms of utility trenches should be daylighted for 
drainage and. graded.to drain water, particularly near the 
tops and toes of slo~es. The backfill of trenches should 
be well compacted, particularly at the toes of slopes. 
Utility lines should be. designed with flexibl,e joints, 
particularly where lines are connected to structures. 
Unforeseen Conditions 
Because of the variability of soil deposits, site improvements, 
designs and construction techniques, conditions may be encotmteted 
that cannot be foreseen with even the most exhaustive studies of 
site and project conditions. These unforeseen conditions should 
be recognized and then evaluated so that the designs or the 
construction methods may be modified accordingly, if necessary. 
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Unforeseen or undetected conditions such as soft spots, 
existing utility trenches, underground structures, voids 
or cavities, old tunnels, boulders, expansiv.e soil pockets· 
or seepage water, etc., may occur in localized areas and 
will have to be adjusted and corrected in the field aR they 
are detected. 
Site Regradir;tg 
After mass grading work is done and cut$ and fills are made 
according to the grading plans, regrading at some future date 
should be avoided unless dor;te under the guidance of a soils 
engineer. 
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PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR EARTHWORK 
WAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS - UNIT 2 
HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS , 
.General Description 
This item shall consist of clearing and grubbing, preparing of land 
to be filled, excavating and filling of the land, spreading, compacting and 
testing of tll.e fill, and subsidiary work for grading the site. 
Clearing, Grubbing and Preparing Areas to be Filled 
Vegetation, rubbish and miscellaneous material shall be removed and 
disposed of, leaving the disturbed area with a neat, debris-free appearance. 
Topsoil and stockpUed soils shall be. stripped to stiff natural ground 
before the placement of fills. Loose surface soils encountered at fini$h 
grade shall be scarified. and recompacted:. 
Hard surfaces of existing roadways shall be scarified down to stiff 
soils and recompacted to match the density of the surrounding soil. 
The bottoms and sides of gullies or natural drainageways shall be 
stripped down to stiff natural ground before the placement of fills. 
Subdrains shall be placed along the bottoms of natural drainageways 
before the placement e>f fills. 
Where fills are constructed on sloping areas steeper than about 5 
horizontal to 1 vertical, the ground at the toe of the fill shall be 
benched to a generally level condition. As the fill is constructed in 
PS-1 
approximately level layers, it shall continually be keyed into the stiff 
natural ground by cutting steps into the slopes and compacting the fill 
into these steps. 
Materials 
Fill material shall consist of selected on,.-site soils.e>r approved 
borrow soils. The soils shall contain no more than a trace of organic 
and deleterious matter. 
Borrow soils shall be selected soils generally less than 6=-in. maximum. 
size, with more than 30% fines and a plasticity index generally less than 
20. (The plasticity index requirement may be modified depending on other 
properti,es.) 
Fill material placed on the top_2 ft of fills shall generally contain 
less than 30% gravel. 
Pl~:!-G!J1g, SpxeaQ._ing and Ccnnp;::1ct:ivg Fil:l Material 
The selected fill material shall be placed in level layers which, 
when compacted, shall not exceed 6 inches. Each layer shall be spread 
eveniy and blade-mixed during the spreading to attain uniformity of 
material and water content within each layer. 
Rocks.or cobbles shall not be ~llowed to nest, and voids between 
) 
rocks shall be filled and compacted with small stones or earth. 
When the water content of the fill material is well below the 
optimu~ for compacting purposes, water shall be added until the water 
content is near the optimum. 
PS-2 
When the water content of the.material is well above.the optimum 
for compacting purposes, the fill material shall generally be aerated 
by blading or by other satisfactory methods until the water·content is 
near the optimum. 
For "CH" clay s0ils, to min:i.mize the expansive characteristics, 
fills with clay soils shall be pl:aced on thewet side of optimum moisture. 
After each layer has been placed-, mixed and spread evenly, it 
shall be compacted to 90% of maximum density in accordance with AASHO 
T-180-731 or other comparable density tests. For fills in roadway areas, 
the top 2 ft of fill shall be compacted to. 95% of the maximum density. 
Compaction shall be with sheepsfoot rollers, multiple-wheel 
pneumatic-tired rollers or othet acceptable rollers which shall be able 
to compact the fill to the specified density. Rolling shall be 
accomplished while the fill material is near the specified water content. 
The rolling of each layet shall be continuous over its entire area, and· 
the roller shall make sufficient passes to obtain the desired density. 
Field density tests shall be made to get an indication of the 
compaction of the fill. Where sheepsfoot rollers are used, the soils 
may be disturbed to a: depth of several inches. Density reading shall 
be taken as often as necessary in the C01Ilpacted material below the 
disturbed surface. When these readings indicate that the density of 
a 1ayet of fills or portion thereof is below the required density~. that. 
layer or portion shall be reworked until the req\lired density has. been 
obtained. 
PS-3 
The fill operation shall be continuous in 6-in. compacted layers, as 
specified a:bove, until the fill has been brought up to the finished slopes 
and grades as shown on the accepted plans. 
Boulde,r F'ills 
If boulders are used for the construction of fills, they shall be 
generally placed along. the toe sections of slopes and outside of probable 
building sites. The subgrade shall be stripped to stiff natural ground, 
shaped to drain and a transition layer of sel.ect granular material (6 in. 
to dust sizes) shall be placed on it~ The boulders shall be placed on 
the select granular material. A transition layer of select granular 
material shall be placed against the boulder fill before construction 
of fills against it. Earth fills may be used in the void spaces between 
boulders. 
E}{cavation 
Suitable material from excavation shall be used in the fill and 
unsuitable material from excavation shall be disposed of. 
Unforeseen G<>nditions 
If unforeseen or undetected conditions such as soft spots, existing 
utility. trenches, structure foundations, voids or cavities~ boulders, 
seepage water or expansive soil pockets, etc., a:Iee encountered, corrective 
·measures shall be inade in the field as they are detected. 
PS-4 
Rai11y Weather 
Fill material shall not be placed, spread or rolled during unfavorable 
weather copditions. When the work is interrupted by heavy rain, fill 
operations sh.:tll not be resumed until field tests indicate that the water 
content and density are as previously specified. 
BORING LOGS 
The stratification lines shown on each. of the boring logs. represent· 
the approximate boundary between soil types and the transition may 
be gradual. 
Symbols 
Symbols used generally are in accordance with the Unified Soil 
·classification System,. 
Where a parenthesis 1'(MH)'' is used, the soil sample wa$ classified 
by visual observation of the sample recovered. 
Where no parenthesis "MH'' is used, the soil sample was classified 
from either the Attetberg limit or grain-size analysis test results. 
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
8 . . L WAiANAE RES 1DENCE LOTS 
- onng og UNIT 2 
3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816_ • PHONE 737·7931 
BoRING NO. I '2 Sheet No. -- - of, _.,..,..._,_-
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____ __::.=:......:.;::::..r;:._.....:::::._L..:.-..;._;::--=._.:..~~;,J.-;....;....___ . ·_ 1. 0 0, ± -X: . -
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8 . 9 
Log wAIANAE RESIDENCE LoTs 1 ?) onn UNIT 2 BORING NO. - Sheer No. of 
PROJECT HAWAIIAN H_OME LANDS__ .·-_ N.LL.lh.:\ .A~·:··.-:>: •. ,ttJC,, D OGT. 'Z? 1"1i4· __ _:::::.:.:..:.:.::::...:::=.....::..:..:.:=-;;;;;;..;....;..--. _ _.__..__ ___ Droll•r ·· · · · · are ----'-' ----
Waianae Valley, Oahu, Hawaii Field Parry M C.. -ts K . ..;:- H 1 '~' (; 1--l /\''\A L.. E:. C.. 
LOCATION _ _.:;===-=--=-==:..=.L-..z.-~=::..z...-_:.;;,;::..:.;..;:;=:....,_-....,.... .Awn·, 1 f-/\oeo\L.t 1 +" ~- !4-" 
8 5 04 .12 Type of Boring ' ~ _[ ''- g. r; <> iDiam. _ ___:._....;_ __ _ 
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Boring Log WAIANAE RE:srpeNCE tots l4 
. UNIT 2 BORING NO. - Sheet No. of __.__...,....... 
PROJECT __ ..;..!.!HA~W!!A~I.o!:I!!AN!l....,· ·.!,!li~O~t:fE""". '"-... L~t\NOI.l· JJ.D:.;zs_· ------- Driller W. LUfv1 A-<;;7.-QC) ~~~' Date Q,; T. 2. '? l1 H-
. ... Fo'el_d Party ME:iE:.!;.,~' L.e:C.. • "SH\..:;E:N/:'I,G,A 
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HAMMER: Por. 1 & 53 Ele_v. _...,...::,;:....::,-.:::,..--...,~~-,-- Datum ..-..,_"""·· -"'"· . ..-.  _,.-·:""'·-~-,:·.---....--.---= Drill Bit f 1 ~.Jc,_er:,, l"i't'E 
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Boring Log WAIANAE RESIDENCE LoTs !5 
UNIT 2 BORING NO. Sheet No. of --:-,.---
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8 r·ng log WAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS O I UNIT 2 
PROJECT HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS 
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.WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. 
I I 
Boring Log WAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS 
UNIT 2 
PROJECT HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS~ 
3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 • PHONE 737-7931 
BO_RING NO. _..!l_l~-- She_et No. ---- of 
1-JO'-/. 1,1'\14 Drillior W. L-UM AS?D_c., I_UC.._ Date _.:.;"-=""-..;..J..;:....:..; __ _ 
4" 
LOCATION _ __:w..:..:a:.:i:.:a:.:n::;a::.e::....V.;..:::a.::1.::1:.::e"'-y..?.'--=O~_a:.:h:.:u:J,~H::;a::.;w:;.;a::.;~:.· ~=-· ----:,--- Field Party · K8K.U , KAU 
Type of Boring JAU6E.R ('t&-~.:t') Diam. --''---'-------
-Datum . ~ -
. ~ 
Tax Map Key:~ 8:-5-04: 12, 1'\4-"t. -Y Elev. __ ,.;......:.__;::..._ ___ _ HAMMER: i - P.ot. 1 & 53 
Drill Bit T.C.. DRAG Weight-~~:....4.:...0..:~:..., 1t ________________ ......__.._ Water Level_ u~~~C.l!!-0 Drop -· - ~~-~~~--+----+----+---
Time.---,.....-il----+---+----,--f---'----
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 • PHONE 737-7931 
Boring Log WAIANAE RESIDENCE LoTs o--
UNIT 2 · BORING NO. I U Sheet No .. ___ of 
PROJECT HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS Driller w. L.UM ASS. 1lr-JC. Da_te _.:.;t--1;::J0.::.'-1~-:.....1 • ._;I:...C\.:...1:...4-~-o--
LOCATION . W<il:t<!na_e Valley, Oahu, Hawaii Field Party KAkU....LKAU 
4
_ .,
Tax Map Key: 8-5-04: 12, Type or Boring .AVbJ; ('¢Ffl'ft) Diem .. __. _ ___; ___ ;...__ 
.....,.. _ _._...,.... _ _,.::.:::.:.:~:::::.t;_:.:=..t...:,.-___:P=.;o-'r:::._ • .:::....:.l..:,_&.::..:::S:...s3 __ ...,....__,_ Ele-.:. Y'l c.,' t ~ Datum -------'-
HAMMER: .140- t Drill Bit ;-;c. Df,.AG 
Weight _ _.:..,...:....::::_ _ ___. ___ ...,.... ________ _;..._ ----,..,.,..,._~'-"-----..-.--......,....------..-------.,...,....--
ll..Q" Water Level...!::f~8~~Tw,ICI;:!E.i:!:t>4----+----+---f-"-"'-,-
Orop~~~-~~-~--~--~-~-----~------------
SAMPLER: _ ___._.-::fl::-"-.._?:..:f;.:.,A.:..:..~.:.:D~A;:;:,;...:.R.:::.D___;'=-;.;.:.F...::-·L :..:..ll'~...;:;S~R~OO~t--1=-----
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 3030 WAIAIAE AVENUE • HONOLULU. HAWAII 96S16 • PHONE 737-7931 
B. • g log WAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS Orin · . UNIT 2 
.. 
_BORING. NO. _.:..IC\...:._ _ Sheet No. '-. ....__.-......_ of ----'--
PROJECT l!AWAIIAN HOME LANDS . Drill•r ~. L.UM A<!J;.,, 1 IJ,JC.. Date OCT. ~~ l; tJ()\1. I 111114 
LOCATION_.....__:W:.:a:l:l.t!. a::.:n~a~_e=. .... V:.,.a~1.=1.=e-.z.Y.J.•.-!:O:.!:a~h!.!:u~,t-!H:!!a=.!w:!.!a:.:i::i=-. ___ Fl~_ld Party t<AI<.U 1 O~f.liRO...~,..KAU 
T M K 8 5 04 12 Typ~ of Boring AU6£.R (t~itf) . Diam. _4,_"---'--~-
__ ;......_..., __ ,.,. __ ___,:.:a:.::x::...=.!::a:.tP:.....,:.::.::e:.Ly..:..: __.;::...-~-~~:--=;!::..1.' _____ , + ~ _ 
Por 1 & 53 El.e·v. 1'12 - . _ . _ - · Datum --------HAMMER: · • . · ·.·.· -
.
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816. • PHONE 737-7931 
Boring log" WAIANAE Rlj:S.IDE:NCE LOTS 
UNIT 2 
· OfE:N t'l T 'ZO 
1IOII*NG NO .. - Sheet No. of ----
PROJECT HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS _ l)riller HOQD cor-<_f'O~Af!ON Dele·. JAN. '1 1~75 
LOCATION __ ...:W.:.:a:..:l.:..:' a:::n:::a=.e=.-V.:....;;;a=l=l:.::eJLy..l.,_.:O:..:a:.:h:.;u:J,~H:.:;a;:.;w::.:a;:.;· 1.::;' 1.::.· ____ Field Party L-A l ( V'4· L..Ll M Assoc.·, I N.c....)_ __ 
0 p.E>H ['I T .. 
Ta}C Map Key: a.-.5-04:- _l2, Type of BOiing (Hopo) Di•m· ---:---,----
HA ___ M_M_E_R_: __ ....;::.=.::::....:.::.::£;-=.::.:::..:~~P~o....;;r:.. . ....... ::..-:;-1~---":cE;;; .. -=;5-!:3..,.  -..,.,...,..,....,;--.., __ ....., Elev. 20 ~ '± -*'.· Datum ----------
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816. • PHONE 737-m1 
8 · Q log WAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS orm · UNIT 2 ·ofEiN ftl i89lUiiiG .NO. '2. I Sheet No. _ ~:. · . . . . of ...,.....---,--
PROJECT_~_;HA;.;;; .. ;;:.W;.;.;A;.;;;I;;;.;I;;;;AN;;;;;.;......;;H;;.:O;.;:;ME;:;;.;;........:;LAND=~S------- Driller HooD ~o,~eo~h..TI0.-.4 Date JAt4 · 7 1115 
LOCATIO. N Waianae Valley, Oahu, Hawaii Field Partv LAI (N-LI.lM A~Sllu·,u.Jv;) op,e;;t:! rtf 
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·coARSE I FINE COARSE} MEDIUM I FINE 












LOCATION• :WAib.Nb.€. Vt>.\,I,;€,'L WAlt-~~~' OA~U' \..\C>-\NAI' 
SAMPLE No=-· . ll 51) '<.fll-C.E: 















~ ~ ' R@O z.'' PE"N / 
7 .. . / 
. ~RH / @ 0 t'' PEt ETRA ION=-
·v 
50 v 
0 0.1 0.2 03 
PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. · .. 25.0 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. /0 I, 1 
CBR @ 0.1 11 PENETRATION 1 1. 7 
DAYS S OAK ED ----·-......... 4 -----.....-----. 
DATE {I~ 2~74 BY--LM-W=L-~--
DATE 11- 4- 7 4 BY --LB~--.!..H~.--__ _ 
~ 
/ / 
ETRA ,...ION:: 2 ~:: ILIO 
1
'Uo == 1 1.7-
0.4 0.5 
CBR PENETRATIQN DATA. 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 




0.1 0 0 
0.1 t 15 
0.15 0 









AGGREGATE XJ MINUS 
HAMMER WEIGHT /0 LBS 
HAMMER DROP 18 INS. 
No. OF BLOWS 5 o/'LA'{ERS . 
No. OF LAYERS 5 
..,......::=--__,.... 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 










LOCATIONt \Wt..\D.N_~~ V~\.\...~'/, 'N~1~N~€;. OA~U I \-l.tW-1~\ I 
SAMPLE NO= .- . 'q l?U{~_t:-b.C-~ 












v- . - --~ ~ ~ o,rt' ffiWE-T ~Tlot-.1 'ZI~s:l4 .'1.. fi.{J) v 
./ ~fiR ~ 0.\" f IE.t--.u:;.rr< AT\OtJ -= \CoO(I0 -= IU..O \50 v 
\00 I I 00 1/ 
. ; 
"S lo -'5.1 lo.t 6:2. lo.'Z, · a3 0.4 0.5 
- PENETRATION (INCHES) 
AD:SUSit:...D C.CORD\WAte~ 
TEST RESULiS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 'l..O.I . 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P:C.F.____;I:.::;.D.,.:;;,~~/4"'-_ """" 
CBR @ 0.1 11 PENETRATION __ ____:.l-.::::G,.:.::.O~ 
.DA'i5 ~AK60 _ 4 
· DATE I 0 -'l. ~ -14 BY -.'--o..o......::C;.:,.;' H:,..:..>-, .,_,_ ....___.. ........ 
OAT E \0 • 'l:.'\ ·14 BY _ ____:.;t.J='.:..:.l• __ _ 
CBR. PENETRATION DATA 
--·- -
---
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
--
0.0·25 44 J5 
0.05 0 1\'0 'bf> 
0.0 75 ~l(i, 1f 
-· 
".>"'JL, l'lS 0.10 0 
0.1 2 5 . 44tt \60 
0.15 0 ~'\ nc-
0.1 78 o11 \t\'l. 
0.200 !PI? 'l04 
0.25 0 [95\ 'l.\1 
0.300 CA4 'l.~l 
0.15 0 15\ 'lDO 
~-400 fC() 'll,l 
"(), 4 50 fl:fl ll.f4 
0.8 00 !Cl04 ~I 
AGGREGATE 1/~''M\UU$ 
HAMMER WEI.GHT 10 UY;.,. 
HAMMER DROP If; UJ~I 
No. OF BLOWS . &_Gft..Aj 
No~ OF LAYERS _ 5 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 
CIVIL. STRUCTURAL, SOILS ENGINEERS 
.; •• t 
:·' 
CBR TEST ·.'··, .:: 
LOCATION I 'N/Aif)..'Nf>..~ ~£1,.u..€-'L 'Nf>..IP.t\C\'E.' 01\\.\\J I ~~'Nt\\) 
SAMPLE NO:- · \'J C,IA~r~c..~ . 





















~~ --- l2W:4<,j v ~®D. t2.''Pe.tJ E.TRAil 16 :~.l 
./ 






' 0 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 
PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. . '1./l..l 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. \0\.1, 
·-
CBR @ 0.1 11 PENETRATION . . ~._5 
--'--__;..,;:;;;.,o.='-'-
DA'i6 60AKE-D . 4 __ 
DATE 10-'l.t\ -14 BY ___ t\UJ•a.::::e:.:..;. -_,.-
OAT E 10- W -]L}= BY _----!;U=-=-• ...!..!\._,___ 
I Hl-!i '0 
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION . LOAD LOAD 
(INCH-ES) (LBSJ (PSI) · 
0. 025 4b ·l.cP 
6.05 0 15 'l5 
0.0 t 5 tVl ~I 
0.100 105 ~ 
-
0.1 2 5 1\{c ~t) 
0.15 0 Vl.4 4l 
0.1 75 l~l 44 
0.200 l~f'J _4c,; 
0.2 50 154 .F1 I 
o.aoo lcP1 5lP 
0.550 te,o w 
0.400 1£:\n '(L; 
0.45 0. 12.14 11 
0.5 00 'l.~\ .,, 
tu'' AGGREGATE l'r Ll\1 yu-::. 
HAMMER Wf::IGHT 10 Lf:§. 
HAMMER DROP JtLUJ~, 
No. OF BLOWS ~I.A'fe.R 
No. OF LAYERS~5:.._____, 
WAlTER LUM AS.SOCJATES, INC., 







SAMPLE NO=:_. I~ ~'-"Rf~: 

















~ ,_.@ o.i l"et--~~£.-f 
/ 
/ 




0 0.1 0.? 03 
PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 'Z-D. o 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. _ _.l....l:<o~Zu..·fe~ 
CBR @ 0.1" PENETRATION ~. o -~=-:....;:;;;.....__ 
t'A'(~ c;oAIL!i-D 4 
DATE 
DATE 
\ \, '\ .. 14 BY _ ___::.C.'\.....:7;__ _ 





k1"1{.)t..\ M{~ ... t;.G. 
.. -· 
"o/. I() -:: S".o 
0.4 0.5 
! 
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
-·. 
·-· 
PE_NETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) u.:.asJ (PSI) 
-
o. 025 (o .11 
o.os 0 fl\0 10 
0.0 78 . \2-0 4-0 
0.100 \4-0 4-1 
0.1 2 8 
. \10 171 
0.1 s 0 '2-00 "1 
0.171 'Z.-~0 11 
o.zoo 'Z.-~0 ~--; 
. 0.28 0 . t.'\ 0 '\1 
0.300 o;6o ll1 
0.180 1'\0 l1>o 
0.400 43o 14'!, 
'0.45 0 41o. . IS'1 
o.s 00 t;:;o '111 
"" AGGREGATE t4 Hit-JUS 
HAMMER WEIGHT IO~c;:,. 
HAMMER oRoP 1 s" 
No. OF BLOWS 6&/l-A'<&;£ 
No. OF LAYERS ; 
WALTE-R LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 











I I . 
: .. · 
· .. ' 
CBR -TEST 
PROJECT• 
LOCATION·-- 'NP..\~l--lb.~ \lt>.(A.-'ii/, 'N~IP..NC>.~' Ot\~U' ~AW~U 
SAMPLE NO: I q o\JR~A.ce 














v ... .. • / 
. . 
/ ~-- c-er @I Q, .'l.." 1"'\:'.ti.l 
. ./ 





s.tlo.\ ~Oll.. 03 
• PENETRATION (INCHES) 
AD'!~TE-D COORDIJ.JAit::6 . 
TEST R.ESUL TS • 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 'l.4. ~ 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F.,.._. _...~t\..:..1.~1~ 
CBR @. 0.1 11 PENETRATION __ --:-4_,_.c\=··-
DA'is ~AKIS.D 4 
DATE 
DATE 
l\- f>-:-1f_ BY"""'. ..._._ . =.C. ·=I..,:-• __ 
1\-1\-14 BY_· _...!.tJ:..:•:.:.:.I. __ _ 
. -
/_ 
. --- -v / / 
v .. 
iP./ 
Bl"RAT\j DtJ .. -,,~ '=-.!::),£. 
o=4.i:l 
.. 
0.4 0. 5 
CBR.PENETRATION DATA. 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) CLBSJ (PSI) 
0. 0?5 
'l.f> .. t:\ 
0.0 5 !) {PO 1.0 
. - -·--
0.0 7 li 100 !>~ 
0.100 I~ 4(&. 
·-
0.1 2 5 110 o1 
0.15 0 ~~ . Co~ . 
0.1 7 6 
'll4- 11 
0.200 ll'?4 1f> 
o.25 o 1~5 t6. 
0.300 tz.l\1 ~-
0.~5 0 ~~0 110 
0.400 ~1~ 1'2.4 
·'0.450 4U '1~1 
. -
0.5 00 41~ '\E6 
AGGREGATE. 1/4'' VII ~U~ 
HAMMER WEIGHT 10 \...~. 
HAMMER DROP If? 1"-1?. 
No. OF BLOWS 0&/LA'(~ 
No. OF LAYERS.,......=5;___ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
CIVIL. STRUCTUR~L. SOI_LS EI\IGINEERS 
·~: . 
,'i. 
CBR TEST . ~·. 
PROJECT= 
LOCATION: 
SAMPLE NO= 1'!l_ · <?VIRfA<:..e. 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: -. ot>-~~ e~o'NN c.L':''f . 
60 . - -















-~ ~ ~ @ o.rt.' PW~ fRA110~ ~ 
-- -




'& lo ·"& lo.\ . "0:2 I O.'l, 03 0.4 
- PENETRATION (INCHES) 
AD3US1ED C.OOR.blt-JATE-'S 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. lt:\..4 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F._.:....:I 1....:..:1...::::&~ 
CBR @ 0.1" PENETRATION 1.0 
--.....:....:...C=---
DA'-1~ SOAKE-D 4 
I 
1-
DATE \,..15 -1 B BY _.,----;\...;;__;,i-=-=-. ~ 
DATE l-15:--]&_ BY _ ____.:.t-J=-·::...:.· \.!..-, __ 
CBR PENETRATION DATA. 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) . 
0. 025 -~ I 
-- I~ 4 0.05 0 
0.0 7 5 1..1. 1 
0.10 0 'L1 t\ 
0.1 2 8 ~I \D 
0 .. 18 0 ~4 I~- . 
0.1 7 ~ ~{p_ l'l. 
0.200 ~1 Ill. 
0.28 0 40. I'? 
0.500 4'? 14' 
~ 0.5_8 0 4& IS 
0.400 5D l1 
0.45 0 53 'Jf> 
~=•?rls-= D.t:J 0.8 0 0 5!D : lti 
AGGREGATE ~.. I 4: __ fA M.U 
-
HAMMER WEIGHT \0 \h~. 
HAMMER DROP It> IU~. 
No. OF BLOWS ~7L,A'iEJ 
No. OF LAYERS 5 
... -. 
0.5 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 





·.·· .. ·i 
CBR TEST 
PROJECT:··/ 
LOCATION I Wb.\b.Nb-t- ~t<-l.\..'t,'f l y-,J~\ f>-N.~~ I O.t-.\..\U i. \-1 t>.\f.l~" 
SAMPLE NO: 1-q IJVRft\C~ 
















~ ~ .rt·m 
~C-6 v p,. @ l ·'" ?6. ~e.tRt :t\0)...1: ( 
I 
/ 
0 Q.l 0.2 a3 
PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST,RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. . .12\.Q 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. \0\.~­
CBR @ 0.1 11 PENETRATION _ __.~=,1......__ 
DA~~ ~OAK~D 5 
-DATE I 0- tz; f.?-14 8 Y -----'H~·-=C-=-. ____,.,-,--
OAT E I 0-'l.t1-14 BY ----=-t-.1=':..:..:\ ' '-----
.----
.----
E;;'TRAi\( >M-= 44-~ 








PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
0. 025 ~ '2.\ 
0.05 0 A4 ~~ 
0.0 7 5 . 10::, '04 
0.100 Ill ~1 
0.1 2 8 J\1. ~ 
0.18 0 I'Z.1.. 41 
0.1 7 8 1'24. 4'l 
0.200 \~0 43 
0.215 0 140 4.1 
0.500 1_% 44 
O.S8.0 151 5f 
0.41-00 \Gb o5 
t). 4 50 115· Be 
0.8 00 lt;q lP? 
I/ II 
AGGREGATE 14 MUJU~ 
HAMMER WEIGHT I 0 l..BS. 
HAMMER DROP te> lt.JS. 
No. OF BI,.OWS _· ~/LAjER 
No. OF LAYERS---=0:;__. __ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC •. , 












,• , •• ·",!' 
.. e 
10-4?0 




. . . . . . ' 
LOCATION' 'N~It:\NI\~ '1/t:\\..,lt.'/, ~~~~Nb;~·, OA~'"'· l)~'Nt>.\' 
SAMPLE NO: · o/? ?tH<.r-L>.c..e, 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: Db.QK e;ROWN. CL~"( 
fJJ() --·· 










~ v / ~ f!J f!) 1:' PI;~ ·-·-· 
... / ' 
~ 
./ R® ~.1'' PE U&'TR ~T\OtJ 
/ v 
. ·-. 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
PENETRATION '(INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE,%. 'l.'?.~ 
. MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. 10/L,(p 
CBR @ 0.1 11 PENETRATION . 1.:5 ----=:.~-
DA"f<& ~OAKE..D . 4 
DATE I 0- '2.5 -14 BY_. ,;.-----'!.14~. '!...:'2:::..!·.,;-_. ____ 















PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (I,.BSJ (PSI) 
0. 025 40 I~ 
0.05 0 5C> 11 
0.0., il (p() 1.0 
0.100 B5 tziJ 
0.1 2 8 t\0 ~ 
0.18 0 lDO .e0 .. 
0.1 7 6 1'20 4<> 
0.200 140 41 
0.28 0 \Gb ffi 
0.300 lt\5 (sh. 
0.38 0 ~40 eo 
0.400 ~10 IDe> 
0.45 0 015 . \'Z.O 
0;8 00 %5 ·150 
AGGREGAtE Y411 MIMU§ 
HAMMER WEIGHT 10 L.E;$, 
·HAMMER DROP·. If] IU~. 
No. CF BLOWS OG,/LA'fE:.R 
No. OF LAYERS--=5:.-_ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 













PROJECT 1 . 




O~I:IU, ~tW-IA\\ .... -- .. - --
. SAMPI,..E NO= '?~ t"\A((_fj).,c~· 












v ~ .R @> DlL'' PI 
v 
.. 
. - ~R ~- c .1" PE. JB1RA no~-: 
I --
I 
'lP I v 
- . 
-··· 
0 0.1 0.2 Q3 
.PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 'Z.'l.S 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F.. 10~. e _ 
CBR @ 0.1" PENETRATION __ ....:..~fo'-=-/.-._l.. 
DA'i5 ~AKW 4-
DATE I \- I -14 BY ----'-H-W•-=C.~ . .,...._ ...,..,....._,__ 













PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) · (LBSJ (PSI) 
0. 0?5 55 If> 
0.05 0 101 ~-
---
0.0 7 5 14~ 4fJ 
0.10 0 lf>l G.O 
0.1 2 5 'l.tf, 13 
0.15 0 1.41 tfl 
0.1 7 5 
'2.15 tl'l 
·-· 
0.200 'l.ttt! 100 
0.25 0 ~Jl~ 108 
- -
0.500 
"b51 llq . 
o.a5.o 1'341 ,~, 
-- . 
0.400 4~f7 14& 
'0. 45 0 4ltt l(i;Q 
- . 
0.5 00 4tlf> ·l{e(p 
AGGREGATE V4" M.IJJU~ 
HAMMER WEIGHT .10 Le/:;1, . 
HAMMER DROP . If> IUS. 
· No. OF BLOWS E/PfLA""'E..R 
No. OF LAYERS---=0..:...._,;,__ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 
CIVIL, STRUCTURAL: SOILS ENGINEERS 
LOGS OF BORINGS 
FROM 
"WAIANAE RES.IDENCE LOTS - UNIT I 
HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS" 
REPORT DATED JULY 5, l974 
.. ce 
,: 'i' 
j• '' >·· :; •,, 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. . I 303.0 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 • PHONE 737-7931 
HAMMER: 
I A..O 4- Drill Bit Weight....,._·..,.,....,-___,'------------- ---~~---r-:'1~---r-----~--:-----
.?Jo" Waier Level ;:i~~~c.e.D ::l~f,c..E-o 
Drop'~.----~------------------~~-------








\?E;i-1'7 £::, C, RA.1· !>ROW t-1 .-.. 
<'if'A\1 e L- ...,/TF..A.c.e: ~ of !?_ 
MoTTL.E;t1 ~Mwl'l, '$1 1-fi 7AN V' 
1----
0· ,;~ coe>P.>t..e:s ol"'. ~ou~.ove~? 
_:-~ 
, .. j:!: I?E;t-l':le, Mo1iL.f;ll P.>~OW~ 
f---, ?I L-11 ?AN.D ~ 
tiec;OM\"OSe-t' ROCJK 




· t7Eit-lH::, MotrL.E:c> f.>r<.owtJ 
Sl L-Ti '?ANt' ~ 
l?E:GOM\"O";f;.l7 F,OC.t'<., 
C..~M· ~F.owt-1 












































, Penetration Test 
N (Blows per foot) 
0 10 20 30 40 
-----"17'1 
- . 1--+--1---ll-'---l ?J'!o. S 












l?ot.! .. .kE: '] 
1----lt· ,~ NO 1\.E:r:. Vf;F 1 
'?t>f < 






*Elev. Estimat~d from P eli~lin.sh': Silbd. Mar bv 
Kur1o Arakaki, Jo1nt Venture. nate0 3-4-7/i 
------- -------------~------------------------------------.-----------~~~~---~-=--=-=-=-~===~-
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 • PHONE 737-7931 
" 
-Boring Log wAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS UNIT I ~· BORING NO. Sheet No. ---- of 
PROJECT HAWAIIAN HOME Lfu"'DS D .11 V---i.L.rJtv\ f\";-<;oc. !~-!0. jl\i•it :0 + ~~.:'11'1-n •r ' Oete 
LOCATION Waianae Valley, Waianae, Oahu, 
Tax Map Key: 8-5-04: Po-r. 53 
• • ,., /' 1._--., I - ' r7a· I,. L') Hawall Field Party · '., ''· ' c-..l'-.v '• "'' 
. Ad-- t:: r· t "'t-"f-,5,:-... \) A..- .. 
Type .,r Boring '" ' ~ ? f._' I.. I.- Diom. --'-'-------
\'?S'! -~ Elev. ____ __:__ ___ _ 
HAMMER: Tc Pt·v, .. -., 
\ 4- ~ Drill Bit 
Dotvm --------
Weight~----0~--------------------------------~~~---.-----.------.-----.------
'?0 ,. Woter Level ~~T'(·LP Drop------,,.,,....,--~--:::-~=:"~~""T"'::'""~--:;""'r.':""':,....----- -=:..J._=-'-.:;__+----+---_,1-----i---~c -7 • 1." o. o. 1HI N NAL-L Twe>E: Ti_m•---,-.,---t-----f-'----1---+---
SAMP LER: ____ -::.:..· _· <::_, _5_-"'.:.:•·-· ·--=-:::-..:.r_''--~_1 r_-'_"'..:.· ~...:.:·_"_.:..s.;.r_t.._I...:.T_-:-~~·o_-._--;_:--J__ Dete . .;, . ., - -r ,,. 
; 
" DESCRIPTION .r: c. c. 




MI.. St\Ht:7/ Stl.. T 
i""'/1f\AGE:;<; Of f\OOTS 
t?eHse:, '4R..A"1· BRowt.J 
G,~J>..'-1~1.. W/T!'Z/->-c.t:-s Of 




--:----·iCoBe>l.E:S or<.. l?oLlt..l7e-r...s 
-----. 
" - t7E.NSt:::, Mo1TL.E:v' B-lztlWN (5M) •Ji 2 SiL-T/ :SAND ""/<;M'-Iel-~ ~ "' V'E:GOMf'o?eD r<_oc.-K 
'?o 
-:::•· II\ 
~ -z f---, 
""'i 
::!"'t-- STIFF, BP,OY-JN 
,_ -:> c L..A 1 E:. '1 $I L- T 
1-:---- WJ\78C.OtV\f'O?E:-D R_OC:.K 
?7. 
0i ST!ff',tvtoJIL.E:\7 BI\ONN '1\~-j _ -~,i: Gl..-P..1E:.1 51L.f 
<'7 r-- ""/!7e-C.OI'•H"07E:-17 f\OC.I<_ 
-.;,i_ 
-,_;,;. h~~~~OlUtv\ 7C.N~\T'i i?R.OW N 











1'1\o TTL- f..\7 'P R,O VJ N 
Sl L-11' SAI-..117 
'Nf[7~C,OMf'O?~V' R,OvK 
, Ci,.,A1 Poc.t-<.E:15 
t7E:!'--I'?E;, MoHt..E.:O !?!\OWN ~:l SrL-1'1 SAN\7 
:;i'!: 'N /17E; (,OM f 0? f;; t7 f,o C. I\ 
- 19 
- i -: 
10
- L.·t i,_-
?.'s< f U' 
- , I 
I ('i -
- ·~) l 
- i ·~,. i 










































I -z.··o. c:>. lf-\1t-.i Penetration Test (,.J A 1.. L T J B f.: 'Standord 
5:\Mft. E: rz-. 
N (Blows per fool) 
o 10 20 30 40 f-,L.QI/ •. J·:>/ 0. S 
+!o 5 
--, _ __, _ _ -
- __ [ I <1-J _,_ '7 
- . f---- -- ----- __ ]-~~-;~~-:;,_, 















'?IIFF, IV\ofH-ct:J rw,uwtJ 
GI..P..."'/f:.'t StVf W(:5AN[/ 









L\,~ Ll G\.L .I [7 
t'l.. 0 !L-A Tl0 
*Elev. Est1mated from Prel1m1nary Subd. Map by 
Kurio-Arakaki, Joint Venture, Dated 3-4-7~--- ___ _ 
Li :-.11 T 
I. I~/, ' 
---=----- __ __f ~"I 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 3030 WAIALAE AVENUE • ·HONOLULU. HAWAII 96816 • PHONE 737-7931 
Boring LogWAIANAE RESIDENCE LOTS - UNIT I BORING NO. 4- Sheet No.--- of ---
PROJECT __ ...:HA:.::,::W:,:,;A:.:.;I;:;.IAN:;!!;!_..::,:H:.:;:O::;.:M~E:....!LA!!!!.ND~S::.,_ _ __,...-....,._ _ _;__ Drill•• N. l..-Uf'-''1 A:7'?o(,.,nJc. .. Date JllNE: S 1'174-
Hawaii Field Partv ~-"'A v:, u , t'-1-'\ "''0'11 c. H 
Tax Map Key_: Ty-pe of Borin~ Au·~ti\.(';~__r;:~~ J Diam. __ 4'-'-' ---------==-::::::J_:;.....:;~_.:..,_....;:8::..-~5:..-..:::0;.;;:;4..:.: ...;P:.;.O:::..r::...:· -•:.-..::5;;:::3:..,.-__,...--· 144-, i --,)',. _ Elev •. _ _:_~-..,.------ Datiiri'l ------.--
LOCATION Waianae Valley, Waianae, Oahu, 
HAMMER: Drill Bit \. v- t?!-<.AC:, . 14-o* 
. Weight __ _;_ __ ...-, ____________ ---~"1':"'!:'--.,...-;-.;...........,----r--'-l"'-----~0 ,, Water Levei_~.:,J'0'-'ol,..:,;' (;;;_··--~~ '7"-f----+---'--+---"-+---
Orop ...... -~~-~--------------- ~ Tim•---~1-----+---+----+--­
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LIMITATIONS 
In general, soil formations are com.Iilonly erratic and rarelY. uniform or 
regular. The boring logs indicate the approximate sub13urface soil 
conditions encouiitered only at tbe drill holes where the borings were 
made .at the times designated on the logs. and may not represent conditions 
at other locations or a.t other dates. Soil conditions and water levels 
may change with th~ passage of time and construction methods or improve.:.. 
ments at the site. 
During ccmst:ruction, should subsurface condit·ion.s niuch different from 
those in the borings be observed, encountered, or otherwise indicated, 
we should be advised immediately to review or reconsider our recommen-
dations in light of the new developments. 
If there is a substantial lapse of. time between the submission of· this 
report and the start of work at the site, or if conditions have changed 
due to natural causes, plan changes, or construction operations at or 
adjacent to the site, it i$ recommended that this report be reviewed to 
dete:tmine the·applicability of the recominendations considering the time 
lapse, changed conditions, and changes in the state of the art of soil 
engineering. 
Our professional services were performed, findings obtained and 
recommendations prepared in accordanc.e with generally accepted engineering 
practices. · This warranty is iti lieu of all other warranties eJ_tpressed or 
· implied. 
